All workshops will be held in Room 241 of the Vanderbilt Kennedy Center from 4:30-7pm.

**BRITT HENDERSON WORKSHOP SERIES**

**FREE TRAINING FOR EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS**

**February 9**

*How the IDD Toolkit Can Help Educators and Families*
Connecting Medical Conditions with Behavior and Learning

Register at: [http://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/events/5760](http://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/events/5760)

**March 9**

*Transition in Tennessee: Putting Assessment into Action*
Using Assessment to Guide Transition Programming

Register at: [http://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/events/5761](http://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/events/5761)

**April 6**

*Tennessee Disability Pathfinder*
A Resource for Connecting and Collaborating

Register at: [http://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/events/5762](http://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/events/5762)

NEED MORE INFO?  [www.tennesseeworks.org](http://www.tennesseeworks.org)  kelly.wendel@vanderbilt.edu  615-875-9853

*Founded in 1996, the Britt Henderson Workshop Series is made possible at no cost to participating educators through an endowment from the Robert and Carol Henderson family in memory of their son Britt. This annual series of workshops provides training focused on innovative evidence-based practices to improve the quality of education for students with diverse learning needs.*